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Enhanced Vibration Suppression in Hard Disk Drives
Using Instrumented Suspensions
Sarah Felix, Jianbin Nie, and Roberto Horowitz
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This paper summarizes work that has been completed to evaluate the use of high-resolution thin-film strain sensors for vibration sup-
pression in hard disk drives (HDDs). In particular, we demonstrate the viability and necessity of symmetrical sensors for cancellation
of common non-off-track modes in the measurement. Thin-film ZnO strain sensors have been successfully integrated into instrumented
suspension prototypes, and strain signals were extracted from operating disk drives. High-resolution strain sensing allowed us to inves-
tigate the nature of airflow excitation of the suspension structure. Experimental measurements were used to construct both ideal and
realistic models. Using the ideal model that ignored non-off-track modes, multirate nominal � control synthesis and simulation were
employed to evaluate potential improvements in closed-loop vibration suppression in a multisensor framework. These simulations pro-
jected improved tracking performance using auxiliary high-resolution strain sensing with increased sample rate. However, when a robust

� damping controller was designed using a more realistic model of the available hardware, performance in simulation and experiment
was limited by numerous non-off-track modes in the sensor signal.

Index Terms— � control, hard disk drive servos, multisensor systems, piezoelectric thin films.

I. INTRODUCTION

I NDUSTRY goals for magnetic recording technology are
currently in the terabit per square inch regime. Such ultra-

high data density requires a multifaceted approach to hard disk
drive (HDD) servo solutions. Dual-stage actuation has been ex-
tensively studied and advanced actuation schemes deployed in
disk drive products. However, sensing technology is another im-
portant feature of the servo system that may prove necessary in
meeting performance demands.

In a conventional HDD, the position error signal (PES) is ob-
tained by reading dedicated servo tracks permanently encoded
onto the disk. Thus, the PES sampling rate is fixed by the disk ro-
tationspeed and the number of servo sectors, limiting detectionof
high-frequency disturbances such as airflow-induced vibrations
(windage). Various techniques have been employed to attenuate
windage-excitedfrequencies thatarebeyondthebandwidthof the
conventional servo. These include multirate discrete-time notch
filtering [1] and mode cancellation by a stable digital resonance
[2]. These schemes rely on accurate models of the plant. They
may lack adequate robustness when many problematic, uncertain
modes are higher than the Nyquist frequency associated with the
PES. Another solution is to integrate auxiliary sensing to obtain
a vibration signal at an arbitrarily high rate.

Researchers have studied different types of sensors mounted
to various locations in the drive to aid in improved servo tracking
performance. Accelerometers mounted to the disk drive casing
have been used to cancel the effect of external disturbances, for
example, in [3]. Reference [4] used strain sensors attached to the
voice coil motor (VCM) to suppress the effect of the actuator’s
butterfly mode. Bulk lead zirconate titanate (PZT)-actuated sus-
pensions have been modified to provide sensing information
[5]–[8]. However, this limits the placement and sensitivity of
the sensors, and the large actuator elements have a significant
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effect on the suspension dynamics. Piezoelectric polyvinylidene
difluoride has also been investigated for strain sensing and ac-
tuation in disk drives [9], [10]. While this polymer material is
more flexible than PZT, it has only been demonstrated as a bulk
sheet element bonded to the suspension, similar to PZT.

The concept of instrumented suspensions with dedicated
miniaturized sensors optimally located on the suspension was
first proposed by [11]. Our group demonstrated fabrication
and implementation of thin-film ZnO sensors directly onto a
suspension structure, decoupling the design of actuators and
sensors [12]. The thin-film material does not significantly
alter the dynamics of the suspension design. Furthermore,
the additive and subtractive processes involved with thin-film
fabrication are similar to existing state-of-the-art suspension
fabrication. Thus such sensors could be more economical to
integrate than components that require costly assembly steps.

Here, we used these sensors to obtain plant transfer function
data and airflow disturbance characteristics for modeling, con-
trol design, and simulation. Because the instrumented suspen-
sion prototypes have a sensor on only one side, many non-off-
track modes appear in the measurement. In [12], we claimed
that symmetrical interconnected sensors could cancel common
non-off-track modes, enabling good control performance. We
used this assumption to construct an ideal model for simula-
tion studies which ignored the non-off-track modes. Using this
model, we made use of multirate nominal control synthesis
to demonstrate the potential benefits of using such sensors in a
multirate multisensor framework. Next, we validated the con-
cept of symmetrical mode cancellation experimentally using
piezoelectric mock-up sensors. Lastly, we conducted a prelim-
inary mode suppression study with the actual prototype hard-
ware that revealed limitations when many non-off-track modes
are present in the measurement.

II. SENSOR DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Fig. 1 illustrates the instrumented suspension used in the
experiments. Note that although the oversized gimbal was orig-
inally designed to carry an electrostatic actuator, the prototype
does not incorporate any dual-stage actuation. Sensor loca-
tion and shape were designed using an efficient optimization
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the instrumented suspension prototype.

methodology based on linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) con-
trol. In this way, the sensor configuration was optimized with
respect to a cost function that captures closed-loop disturbance
attenuation. The details of the algorithm are given in [13]. The
algorithm was implemented by using a finite element model
(FEM) of the suspension assembly to obtain the plant and
sensor models used in the LQG minimization.

Piezoelectric ZnO thin film was selected for the sensor mate-
rial because its relatively low processing temperature (300 C) is
compatible with the steel wafers used to fabricate suspensions.
Unlike PZT films, ZnO does not require a high-temperature an-
nealing step (typically over 600 C). ZnO was deposited using
radio-frequency magnetron sputtering, and aluminum was used
for the electrode material. Sensors were fabricated directly onto
steel wafers, which were subsequently cut into suspension hinge
components and assembled into prototype instrumented suspen-
sions. Details of the fabrication process and film characteriza-
tion can be found in [12].

III. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

A. Open-Loop Transfer Functions

A circuit was designed to amplify the picoamp-level strain
signals in the frequency range of 1 and 30 kHz. Overall nom-
inal gain of the amplifier was 1000. To reduce parasitic capac-
itance and environmental noise, it was necessary to install the
amplifier circuit directly onto the E-block using surface mount
components. The circuit was encapsulated in epoxy to eliminate
damage during operation in the drive.

Open-loop transfer functions were obtained with the head
flying on a spinning disk in an experimental HDD. The E-block
was excited by a swept sine input from the VCM. Off-track
displacement was obtained using a laser Doppler velocimeter
(LDV) focused on the side of the slider. The magnitude plots of
the transfer functions from VCM to strain sensor and from VCM
to LDV are shown in Fig. 2. The sensor detected the same modes
that appear in the LDV off-track displacement measurement.
In addition, the sensor picked up modes that were attributed to
non-off-track displacement and repeatable disk-induced distur-
bances. The strain sensor exhibited excellent sensitivity, partic-
ularly in the high-frequency range.

B. Study of Airflow Disturbance

There are different ways to approximate the airflow-induced
disturbance when modeling the disk drive servo plant. To

Fig. 2. Transfer function data from VCM input to sensor (top) and LDV
(bottom) outputs.

simplify modeling, airflow-induced disturbance can be approx-
imated as a white input disturbance added to the VCM control
input, as in

(1)

where is the measured output, is the VCM input, is
the airflow disturbance, and is the plant model from to

. It is assumed that is white Gaussian noise with variance
. However, airflow acts on the suspension directly, not just on

the rigid E-block. Therefore certain structural modes may be ex-
cited more prominently. Since the strain sensors had excellent
resolution exceeding that of the LDV, it was possible to more
accurately characterize the nature of the airflow disturbance in
the disk drive. Fig. 3 shows actual data of suspension modes
excited by the VCM and by airflow. It is apparent that the rel-
ative magnitudes of the resonant modes are different in the air-
flow response compared to the VCM response. This indicated
that certain modes, particularly above 10 kHz, are excited more
prominently by airflow. This is consistent with the FEM results
observed in [2]. It is therefore more accurate to model the air-
flow disturbance as

(2)

where is a model from airflow disturbance to measured
output containing the same modes as . The sensor mea-
surement allows more accurate identification of the elements of

. The next section discusses in more detail the model of the
plant and airflow disturbance.

IV. MODELING AND SIMULATIONS

A. State Space Model

A multiple-input multiple-output state-space model captured
the plant dynamics as follows:

(3)
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Fig. 3. High-resolution strain sensors were used to examine excitation of sus-
pension modes. Airflow (bottom) excited certain modes more prominently than
the VCM (top).

Fig. 4. Model of transfer function from VCM to off-track displacement (black)
overlaid onto experimental data (gray).

Here, and are input matrices that separately scale the
excitation of modes due to VCM input and airflow, respectively.
In this way, the airflow disturbance model is equivalent to that
in (2). The measured outputs are off-track error and the strain
sensor signal . The measurement noises and are white,
Gaussian, and have variance and , respectively. Models
are shown superimposed onto the experimental data in Figs. 4
and 5. This is the ideal model, in which non-off-track modes are
ignored, since it is assumed that symmetrical, interconnected
sensors can be hard-wired to cancel these modes. A number of
other modes were neglected in the interest of keeping the order
of the controller manageable. Track runout disturbance was not
considered in these simulations. Runout generated by track error
is generally not observable by the strain sensors. Furthermore,
the control design in this paper is concerned with suppression
of structural modes rather than repeatable runout disturbances.
Sensor noise was estimated from experiments to be 50 mV root
mean square (rms). Off-track measurement noise was assumed
to be 1 nm rms, which corresponds to typical PES noise of 2%
of track width, computed for 1 Tb/in areal density.

Fig. 5. Model of transfer function from VCM to strain sensor (black) overlaid
onto experimental data (gray).

B. Multirate Control Simulations

We employed multirate, constrained design to evaluate
the potential benefits of high-rate strain sensing in a multisensor
framework. The objective of the study described in this paper
was to evaluate the performance of the hardware design in the
context of closed-loop control. Reference [14] described a new
computationally efficient, iterative quasi-Newton algorithm for
synthesizing multirate constrained nominal controllers. The
algorithm solves the constrained minimization problem

subject to (4)

where is a linear, observer-based state space controller to
be designed; is a vector of stochastic disturbance inputs such
as windage and measurement noise; and are the
closed-loop mappings from to and to , respectively; and

is the constraint placed on the variance of . In other words,
the optimization directly minimized PES variance while con-
straining the control input, instead of minimizing a weighted
sum as in the conventional unconstrained problem. A
standard lifting technique is used to transform the periodic
time-varying synthesis problem into a linear time-invariant
problem.

C. Results

VCM input was limited to 5 V at 3 . (Note that the VCM
input in our experiments is the voltage input to a conditioning
circuit for a current amplifier.) In the simulations, the strain
sensing was sampled times as fast as the PES, where

. The PES sample rate is 30 kHz. Results are shown in
Table I. By adding strain sensing at the same rate as the PES, the
3 error decreased from 5.1 to 4.7 nm, indicating that the im-
proved sensitivity of the strain sensors alone is beneficial. Then,
by increasing the sample rate of the strain sensors, error is fur-
ther reduced to as low as 4.2 nm. This improvement is attributed
to increasing Nyquist frequency, which is half of the sampling
frequency. For example, at 30 kHz, the Nyquist frequency is
15 kHz, which is less than some of the resonant modes of the
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TABLE I
CLOSED-LOOP SIMULATION RESULTS

Closed-loop performance using multirate � control. � is the ratio of the
strain sensing and actuation rates to the PES rate, which is 30 kHz. The
open-loop 3� value was 199 nm.

Fig. 6. Cancellation of non-off-track modes using interconnected piezoelectric
sensors, compared to the measurement from a single sensor. Off-track displace-
ment was measured by the LDV.

system. But at 120 kHz , the Nyquist frequency of 60
kHz is beyond the modeled resonant modes. Note that the abso-
lute value of the PES depends on the disturbances assumed in
the model. Thus, the percentage decrease is the more relevant
value.

V. NON-OFF-TRACK MODES IN PRACTICE

A. Experimental Validation of Mode Cancellation

The simulations in the previous section were based on models
of the instrumented suspensions that ignore non-off-track
modes. Here, we validated the claim that we can cancel
non-off-track modes by interconnecting symmetrical sensors.
Since we did not have ZnO-instrumented suspension proto-
types with interconnected sensors, we used a PZT-actuated
suspension as a mock-up. The suspension was modified to
separate the PZT elements and use them as sensors. Since
the PZT elements were oppositely poled, connecting them in
parallel effectively subtracted the response of the two sensors.
Thus non-off-track-modes such as bending were cancelled.
The suspension was installed in an experimental drive and
excited by the VCM. Frequency response measurements were
obtained using a single sensor, interconnected sensors, and the
LDV measurement of off-track displacement. Fig. 6 shows the
frequency response. Non-off-track modes that appeared in the
single sensor measurement diminished when the two sensors
were connected in parallel.

B. Practical Limitations of Non-Off-Track Modes

As mentioned, the prototype sensors were very sensitive to
many non-off-track modes. However, we attempted to design
and implement a closed-loop controller to gain some insight

Fig. 7. Frequency-response magnitude of degraded instrumented suspensions
that were used for implementation trials.

about the feasibility of vibration suppression using the sensors
and the VCM actuator.

Our experimental hardware had been damaged and repaired,
resulting in altered dynamics, as seen in the magnitude re-
sponses in Fig. 7. Non-off-track modes in the sensor signal
occurred very close to relevant off-track modes. A new model
including non-off-track modes was identified.

Frequency-shaped design was used to synthesize the
robust damping controller. A shaping filter on the output per-
formance focused control action onto narrow-band off-track
modes, while a shaping filter on the control input was used
to achieve desired robustness. Robustness was ensured by
checking the criteria that

(5)

where is the magnitude of the complimentary sensitivity
transfer function and is the frequency-dependent model
error. was computed explicitly from the experimental
data, and the condition in (5) was checked graphically. We also
targeted 5 dB of gain margin. We performed many iterations
on the shaping filters. The robustness margin of two controller
designs is shown in Fig. 8. The open-loop and closed-loop
off-track responses are shown in Fig. 9. Controller violates
robustness requirements, while controller meets the robust-
ness requirements but achieves very little damping of the major
off-track modes. Even when we added more states to the model
to account for non-off-track modes, we could not achieve
better vibration suppression. Because of the many modes in the
frequency range of interest, model error remained a limiting
factor because of the robustness criteria.

Fig. 10 shows the implementation results of controller ,
plotting the open-loop and closed-loop transfer functions from
the VCM to the off-track displacement. As predicted, the modes
targeted by the narrow-band filters are not suppressed, while
other modes appear to be amplified. From the study, it was ap-
parent that there is a fundamental robustness limitation when
using the VCM to damp high-frequency modes that are close
together. It is especially problematic when there are many non-
off-track modes in the sensor signal, adding significant phase
uncertainty to the measurement.

VI. CONCLUSION

Piezoelectric thin-film ZnO sensors on instrumented suspen-
sion in an operating experimental disk drive demonstrated ex-
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Fig. 8. Robustness margin for two damping controllers A and B, showing the
inverse of the model error (dotted line) and the complimentary sensitivity func-
tions (solid line).

Fig. 9. Performance of damping controllers A and B using strain sensing.
Transfer function from VCM to off-track displacement.

Fig. 10. Implementation of damping controller: Transfer function from VCM
to off-track displacement; open-loop (gray) and closed-loop (black).

cellent sensitivity to vibrations of the suspension structure. Plant
and disturbance models were estimated. A multirate constrained

design was used to evaluate the potential improvements in
attenuation of airflow-induced vibrations using the sensors in
conjunction with the PES. Simulation results showed that aux-
iliary high-resolution strain sensing can improve suppression of
airflow-induced vibration in a multirate framework when non-
off-track modes are minimized.

A simple single-input single-output damping controller was
designed to gain intuition about the effects of non-off-track
modes in control design. Performance was heavily limited by

robustness criteria in the frequency range around non-off-track
modes. These results imply that both symmetrical intercon-
nected sensors and dual-stage actuation are required to fully
realize the benefits of instrumented suspensions. Our group is
working on fabricating new instrumented suspension proto-
types with these features. Self-sensing actuators are another
promising solution to both of these requirements, as demon-
strated in [6] and [7]. Furthermore, an adaptive control scheme
may also help to approach the ideal performance improvements
predicted by nominal simulations.
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